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Abstract. Numerous contactless smartcards (and the corresponding RFID
readers) are compatible with NFC, e.g., Mifare cards and the governmental ID card in Germany called nPA. NFC-enabled smartphones and other
NFC objects such as door locks have become widespread. Existing and future applications of the up-and-coming technology require a secure way of
assigning and transporting user rights, e.g., for opening and starting a car
or access control to a building. In this paper, we propose a scheme that
securely identifies a customer on a website and creates a (personalized) credential containing the booked access permissions. This credential is safely
transported via the Internet to the user’s smartphone and finally grants access to an NFC-enabled object. In our proof-of-concept implementation, an
application on a commercial smartphone is used for communicating with a
web server of a car rental agency. During the booking process, the phone
operates as an RFID reader to interrogate the nPA of the user and utilizes
the security mechanisms of the nPA, including the PACE protocol, for identifying the customer. After having obtained the credential, the smartphone
emulates a Mifare DESFire card that is read by the NFC door lock of a
rental car to verify the validity of the access permission. We discuss security
issues and limitations of our approach.

Keywords: German electronic identity card, user rights management, car sharing,
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Motivation

The ISO 14443 standard for contactless smartcards [32] was published around 2000.
Today, many applications for ticketing, micro payments, access control, and identification rely on contactless cards that are compliant to this standard, e.g., NXP’s
Mifare family of cards, electronic IDentification (ID) cards, and passports. In these
applications, the roles of the actively powered reader interrogating passive cards are
clearly defined. A few years later, Near Field Communication (NFC) [33] emerged
from ISO 14443 and is today implemented in many embedded devices, such as
smartphones, door locks, and other objects. NFC is compatible to ISO 14443, but
enables additional features: For instance, an NFC-enabled object can choose to appear as a reader in one moment and switch its role to appear as a contactless card
in the next moment. Furthermore, an operating mode with an extended range is
defined, whereas both participants function as active readers communicating with
each other.
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Major manufacturers of smartphones, e.g., Nokia, HTC, LG, and Samsung,
offer NFC-enabled smartphones. The NFC-link is designed to operate at a distance of only a few centimeters and provides an additional communication interface to the ones already provided by the smartphone, e.g., Wireless Local Area
Network (WLAN), Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), Global
System for Mobile Communications (GSM), Global Positioning System (GPS), or
Bluetooth. Furthermore, the main processor of the smartphone can perform complex
computations and can be employed to interconnect the communication interfaces
of the smartphone.
Due to the compatibility with existing ISO 14443 Radio Frequency IDentification
(RFID) readers and infrastructure, various other objects are already equipped with
NFC technology, e.g., locks for hotel rooms and safe deposits, payment terminals,
and ticketing solutions. Likewise, electronic passports and governmental ID cards,
e.g., in Germany, as well as future electronic driver’s licenses can be accessed with
NFC. Recently, even cars — often already augmented with GPS receivers and a
GSM or UMTS modem — additionally provide an NFC-enabled door lock. Thus, an
excellent basis is given for realizing various new applications that combine services
on the Internet with contactless cards and other NFC objects.
Outsourcing business and administrative tasks to the Internet potentially provides a significant gain regarding costs for companies. Therefore, the verification
of a user’s identity without a face-to-face meeting becomes more and more important. Modern car sharing solutions are emerging, e.g., in Germany DriveNow by
BMW, Car2Go by Daimler, and Flinkster by Deutsche Bahn. Fleet management
of vehicles, access to a safe deposit or post box, and opening doors of previously
booked hotel rooms are some more possible business options that can be realized by
means of NFC-enabled smartphones with Internet access: The issuer transfers an
electronic key (or another right) via the Internet to the smartphone. Once stored
on the smartphone, the electronic key can repeatedly be used to access a particular
secured object via NFC.
The required components such as NFC-enabled locks and smartphones are available. However, for example for billing purposes, the identity of the customer must
be verified securely. This is where governmental electronic IDs come into play, since
they usually provide methods for an NFC-based, remote identification of the owner
via the Internet. In this context, the protection of the individual’s identity is of
particular relevance. The new German electronic identity card (nPA) is designed to
provide the required features, i.e., a mechanism for identification, authentication,
and the protection of stored personal data, e.g., the identity of the owner. With
the nPA, it is possible to identify an individual in passport controls, at airports, at
governmental authorities, and on the Internet.
1.1

Contribution and Outline

Due to the complexity of the involved communication interfaces and technologies,
for some system designers it is unclear how to address the security risks of NFC
and how to realize the corresponding schemes for identifying the customer and
transporting the booked rights from the issuer to the target object. Due to lack of
publicly disclosed realizations of the mentioned applications, it is often uncertain,
if according systems are practically feasible at all.
In this paper we aim to fill in this gap. To this end, in Sect. 3, we propose a
scheme for (i) identifying a customer by combining the NFC interface and the Internet connection of the smartphone with the security capabilities of an electronic
ID card, (ii) issuing a credential containing the rights assigned by the issuer to the
customer and securely transferring the credential to the smartphone, (iii) assuring
that the rights specified in the credential can be verified by the target object, e.g.,
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an NFC-enabled door lock of a car, even in a scenario without a permanent Internet
connection, and finally (iv) securely exchanging the credential via an NFC connection between the smartphone and the target object and decide whether to grant
or deny access. As an alternative scenario for using the NFC phone, users shall be
able to obtain user rights and execute granted rights on the basis of a standard
contactless smartcard, i.e., compatibility to commercially available contacless cards
shall be maintained, where possible.
As the main contribution, in Sect. 4, we illustrate the practical feasibility of the
proposed scheme by realizing all relevant parts of the scheme as a proof-of-concept
on a commercial smartphone and validating our implementation. We practically
demonstrate that the smartphone is suitable for using the electronic identity (eID)
function of modern governmental documents and realize the corresponding cryptographic schemes in Sect. 4.3, including the required computations on specific
elliptic curves. We further implement the 3DES-based authentication scheme of Mifare DESFire cards in Sect. 4.4, and show that emulating a DESFire card with a
commercial NFC smartphone is practical. In Sect. 4.5, we pinpoint implementation
obstacles and finally discuss security issues in Sect. 5. In the following Sect. 2, the
relevant fundamentals of the nPA, NFC, and Secure Elements (SEs) are described.
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Fundamentals

In this section, we present the eID service of the nPA that provides a method for the
online identification of customers. For the secure transmission of personal data, the
Password Authenticated Connection Establishment (PACE) and Extended Access
Control (EAC) security protocols of the nPA are described. Furthermore, important
aspects of SEs and NFC technology are shown.
2.1

The German Electronic Identity Card (nPA)

With the introduction of the nPA in Germany on November 1st, 2010, a new system
for the administration of electronic identities has been established. The so-called eID
service is a service supported by the nPA for verifying the correctness of an electronic
identity on the Internet. For using the secure authentication on the Internet, e.g.,
to open a bank account, for online shopping, or administrative tasks, an nPA, and a
Personal Computer (PC) with an RFID reader [18] and Internet access are required.
For verifying the owner’s identity, a multi-factor authentication based on knowing
a Personal Identification Number (PIN) and owning the nPA is employed [19].
eID Service The eID service [17] of the nPA enables to verify the identity of the
passport owner. As a trust anchor, an eID server, e.g., operated by Bundesdruckerei
GmbH in Germany, participates in the identification process. The required personal
customer data, stored on the nPA and signed by the Federal Ministry of the Interior
of the German Federal Republic, is redirected to the service provider by the eID
service. For securing the personal data, various cryptographic mechanisms, e.g.,
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), RSA,
and SHA-1 are implemented on the nPA.
The communication between an nPA, an RFID reader, and the participating
eID server is secured by the PACE protocol and the EAC protocol. For validating
the authenticity of the personal nPA data, its signature has to be verified with
the corresponding public key. The authenticity of this public key can in turn be
verified with a certificate issued by a Root Certificate Authority (RCA) belonging
to the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [9] of the Federal Office for Information
Security [19].
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Password Authenticated Connection Establishment The PACE protocol
is the base security protocol of the nPA. It establishes a secured communication
channel between the nPA and the RFID reader using the Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange (DHKE) or the Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange (ECDHKE).
For a successful execution of the protocol, a PIN, e.g., the number printed on the
ID card or an individual, secret eID key only known to the nPA holder, has to be
entered.
During the PACE protocol, two shared session keys are generated, namely
an encryption key Kenc and a key KMAC for authentication with a Cipher-based
MAC (CMAC) [14]. After a successful execution of the PACE protocol, mutual authentication between RFID reader and nPA is established. More information about
the PACE protocol can be found in [20,31].
Extended Access Control The EAC protocol relies on a successful PACE execution and uses the generated key pairs. EAC consists of two parts, the Terminal
Authentication (TA) and the Chip Authentication (CA). The TA uses a challengeresponse protocol for enabling the nPA to verify the authentication of the terminal
and to define the terminal’s access permissions to the personal data. In the CA, the
nPA proves its authenticity and the correctness of the stored data to the terminal.
While the PACE protocol establishes a secure communication channel between the
nPA and the RFID reader, the EAC protocol secures the communication from end
to end between the nPA and a remote server. The Secure Messaging (SM) of the
EAC employs newly generated session keys of the current protocol run, as further
detailed in [20,21].
2.2

Operating Modes of Near Field Communication

NFC is a wireless communication technology, defined in the ISO/IEC 18092 standard [33] and is compatible to ISO/IEC 14443, i.e., based on RFID communication
at a frequency of 13.56 MHz. The standard specifies three modes of operation in
which NFC can be communicate:
Reader mode (active) An NFC-enabled device in active mode (Proximity Coupling Device (PCD)) can access a passive NFC tag, e.g., a contactless card (
Proximity Integrated Circuit Card (PICC)) or an NFC device in passive mode.
Card emulation mode (passive) An NFC-enabled device in passive mode emulates a contactless smartcard and thus acts as a PICC.
Peer-to-peer mode Two NFC-enabled reader devices both operate in active mode
(as PCDs), i.e., actively transmit their data.
The first two operation modes are used in our concept and its implementation:
The NFC smartphone acts in the reader mode for the communication with the nPA,
while the card emulation mode is used for the communication with the NFC-enabled
door lock of the car.
2.3

Secure Elements

An attacker can gain unauthorized access to the Operating System (OS), e.g., by
means of a Trojan horse, and get hold of secret data. Thus, all data held in the OS
of the smartphone and all computations carried out by the main processor can be
possibly read out by an attacker using malware. Thus, for securely storing (small
amounts of) security-sensitive data and executing security-related algorithms with
low computational demands an SE should be used: Besides tamper-proof volatile
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and non-volatile memories, it contains a secure microprocessor (often with an 8bit architecture) that usually runs a Javacard OS. Three distinct types of SEs are
common in NFC smartphones:
1. an embedded Secure Element (eSE) that is realized by the manufacturer of the
smartphone, either as a separate chip connected to the NFC circuitry or directly
integrated into the NFC chip itself
2. a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card issued by the mobile communications
provider
3. an SE embedded into an (micro)SD card can be used, if the smartphone provides
a corresponding slot
For using the SE, access must be granted to the developer, which often poses
a problem in practice. Maybe, trusted zones in main processors, such as the ARM
TrustZone [45], constitute an alternative to SE: TrustZone is a software-based security solution that is used in mobile devices with integrated ARM processor for
securing the access to confidential data and secure online transactions.

3

Concept of Right Management

In this section, our concept for the secure management of user rights for NFC
applications is presented in the context of a car sharing scenario. After introducing
the basic idea, the involved participants and the concept goals, the three major parts
of our concept, registration, credential request, and credential usage, are illustrated
in detail.
3.1

Introduction to Mobile Rights Management

Right to open the
trunk of this car
Car sharing
service provider

Right not available
Right available
Right to
refuel a car
Right to rent a car (opening
doors and trunk, engine
immobilizer, refuel, …)

Power station
service provider

Full
access
City hotel
service provider

Right to open the
front door

Right to enter a
hotel room

Facility manager
service provider

Fig. 1: Examples for actions and corresponding rights that can be assigned by our
proposed scheme

In the first quarter of 2013, 210 million smartphones were sold worldwide [25].
The more than one billion smartphones currently in use can thus serve as an economical, flexible, and mobile alternative to existing infrastructures. A key advantage of
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NFC-enabled smartphones is that the mobile service provider does not have to hand
out additional (electronic) tokens, but can instead provide a software-application
that can be downloaded to the user’s phone.
We present our concept for the secure managing of user rights exemplarily for
mobile car sharing. As shown in Fig. 1, our approach is not limited to this single
use-case, but can rather be applied to various other applications in which a smartphone user is required to securely obtain credentials. In our scheme, a credential
can contain any kind of rights, e.g., the right to access a building or to refill the
battery of an electronic vehicle at a charging station.
3.2

Participants

Our proposed concept distinguishes three participants. Customers want to use mobile services. Service providers are — besides providing the services — responsible
for the distribution of different permissions for using the services, i.e., manage the
credentials. The trusted eID service, e.g., the Bundesdruckerei GmbH, ensures the
identity of the customer to the service providers.
The customer possesses an NFC-enabled smartphone with Internet access and
an nPA. She knows the secret PIN for the eID application of the nPA. She wants
to flexibly use different services on the go, for example, renting a car or booking a
hotel room without face-to-face meetings with the vendor.
The service provider offers a smartphone application that serves as a reservation system and gives access to other service-related information to the customer.
Further, the application contains the public keys of the service provider that can be
used to secure the communication. The service provider operates an Internet server
for the issuance and administration of credentials. Each customer who wants to use
one of the services, e.g., rent a specific car at a specific time, has to send a request via
the smartphone application to obtain a valid credential for this service. Thus, the
task of the service provider is to administrate the generation of service permissions
on request and securely distribute them to the correct customer’s smartphone.
3.3

Registration

Before using a car sharing service, customers have to be registered once for billing
purposes and to ensure that the customer possesses a valid driver’s license. For that
reason, in current realistic scenarios the customer has to visit one of the service
provider’s shops and present her driver’s license1 .
For the registration, the customer has to enter a secure, confidential password
that is used for the generation of an individual customer public key pair, consisting
of a public key pkC , a secret key skC , and a certificate certpkC for the public key
of the customer pkC . This data is transferred to the SE. The public keys pkC of all
customers are stored in a data base of the service provider in combination with the
Machine Readable Zone (MRZ) of the customer’s nPA for binding the public key
pair to the nPA. Furthermore, the smartphone stores pkSP .
Likewise, each NFC service object securely creates and stores an individual public key pair (pkSO , skSO ), the public key of the service provider pkSP , and unique
service object information. The latter is also stored, together with pkSO , in the
database of the service provider. Each service object and the service provider know
and can securely execute a key derivation function, using an Access Variable, the
service object information, and the public key pkSO as inputs, for generating an
Authentication Key (see Sect. 3.5).
1

In future scenarios in which an electronic driver’s license is available, this visit could
probably be omitted, as described in Sect. 3.7.
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3.4

Booking a Right

For obtaining the right for a particular service via the Internet, a request has to be
issued to the service provider. Afterwards, the corresponding credential needs to be
created and transferred to the smartphone of the customer. All communication via
the Internet is secured with the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol [13]. The
booking process consists of four main steps, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Service Provider Server

Customer Smartphone
Service Request

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
←
Booking Request

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
→
Booking Confirmation

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
←
Service Response

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
→

Fig. 2: Exchanged messages between service provider server and customer smartphone

Service Request If the customer wants to use a service, e.g., book a rental car as
close as possible to her current position, she starts the application on her smartphone
that sends a request containing service-relevant information ISReq , e.g., the GPS
coordinates of the smartphone and the desired time of departure, to the service
provider. In addition to the service information, the request contains the customer
certificate certpkC . A random nonce NC and a timestamp tsSReq , both generated on
the SE, are added as security values.
The service information ISReq and the security values are concatenated and
hashed by a secure hash function, e.g., SHA-512 [3,16]. Afterwards, the cryptographic security token tSReq is generated signing the hash value with the customer’s
private key skC on the SE of the smartphone. The nonce NC is stored on the SE. The
service information, the security values, the the customer certificate certpkC , and
the cryptographic security token are concatenated and encrypted with the public
key pkSP of the service provider. The encrypted data packet pSReq is sent as the
service request to the service provider. In summary, the following computations are
executed:
hSReq := hash(ISReq || NC || tsSReq )
tSReq := signskC (hSReq )
pSReq := encryptpkSP (ISReq || NC || tsSReq || certpkC || tSReq )
After receiving the service request, the service provider decrypts it with his secret
key skSP . The authenticity is ensured by means of the security values and the cryptographic token: The signature is verified with the customer’s public key pkC that
authenticity can be validated using the certificate certpkC . The integrity of the received data packet is checked by computing the hash value of the received service
information and security values and comparing it with the received hash value. The
freshness of the received service request is guaranteed by means of the nonce and
the timestamp tsSReq . For the time verification by verifying the timestamps and the
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execution of user rights at the granted time period, the clocks of all participants
have to be synchronous. If an error occurs, e.g., because the timestamp is out of
time, a signed and encrypted error message is sent to the customer smartphone and
the service request is rejected.

Identity Verification The service provider uses the eID functionality of the nPA,
described in Sect. 2.1, for reading out data of the customer’s nPA and verifying the
customer’s identity, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Communication
NFC

via Internet

Car sharing
service provider

Trusted eID
service

C

RFIDReader

PACE
nPA

Fig. 3: Using the eID function of an electronic identity card (nPA) for booking a car
and obtaining a credential C containing the assigned right: The smartphone acts as
an RFID reader and communicates with the nPA using the PACE protocol. The
authenticity of the nPA and the identity of the customer is then securely checked
via Internet with the help of a trusted eID service and forwarded to the car sharing
service provider. Furthermore, certain security parameters of the cars in the field
can updated on a regular basis, e.g., via GSM or UMTS.

The NFC communication between nPA and smartphone is secured by means of
the PACE protocol, during which the eID PIN — only known by the customer —
has to be entered. The communication between smartphone, trusted eID service,
and the service provider is secured by the TLS protocol. If the identity verification
fails, a signed and encrypted error message is sent to the customer smartphone and
the service request is rejected.

Service Credential Generation and Service Response After a successful authentication and identification of the customer, the service provider modifies the
nonce NC to NC ’ in a defined way, which is also known to the SE in the smartphone.
Afterwards, a booking request is generated by concatenating the service information IBReq (e.g., coordinates of the car and the User Right Validity Period), the
unique service object information UIBReq (e.g., an unique car ID), the modified nonce
NC ’, and the timestamp tsBReq . This data is hashed and the hash value is signed
with the private key skSP of the service provider. The data and the signed hash value
are again concatenated with the customer certificate certpkC , encrypted with the
customer’s public key pkC , and sent as a booking request pBReq to the smartphone
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of the customer over a TLS-secured communication channel.
hBReq := hash(IBReq || UIBReq || NC ’ || tsBReq )
tBReq := signskSP (hBReq )
pBReq := encryptpkC (IBReq || UIBReq || NC ’ || tsBReq || certpkC || tBReq )
The customer smartphone decrypts the received booking request on the SE using
the stored skC . Then, the signature and the hash value are verified. The received
modified nonce NC ’ is re-calculated on the basis of the original nonce NC stored on the
SE to ensure that the booking request of the provider belongs to the corresponding
service request of the smartphone. The contained timestamp proves the freshness
of the booking request. In case of an error, a signed and encrypted error message
is sent to the service provider and the booking request of the service provider will
be sent a second time. If the second try also fails, the current service request is
canceled and a new service request has to be sent.
If the verification of data authenticity and integrity was successful, the received
service information is displayed to the customer and in case of correctness and
customer acceptance, the customer finally confirms the displayed booking offer by
sending of a booking confirmation to the service provider. The SE of the customer
smartphone modifies the received modified nonce NC ’, again in a predefined way
known to both the phone and the provider to obtain NC ”. Then, the booking confirmation is generated with the service information IBReq , the unique service object
information UIBReq , the modified nonce NC ” and the timestamp tsBCon that is hashed,
signed, encrypted, and sent back to the service provider.
hBCon := hash(IBReq || UIBReq || NC ” || tsBCon )
tBCon := signskC (hBCon )
pBCon := encryptpkSP (IBReq || UIBReq || NC ” || tsBCon || tBCon )
The service provider decrypts the received data and verifies the correctness of the
signature, the hash value, and the timestamp. The nonce NC ” is checked by means
of NC ’ known to the provider. If the received nonce is correct, the service provider
can conclude that the service credential has been successfully decrypted with the
private key skC of the customer and that the booking confirmation belongs to the
previously transferred response.
If the service information IBReq and the unique service object information UIBReq
of the booking confirmation matches the data of the service provider response, the
service provider generates the Service Credential. It contains the service information ISC , the unique service object information UISC , an Authentication Key
used for securing the communication with the NFC object, e.g., the car’s door lock,
the encrypted User Rights Credential, the again modified nonce, and the timestamp tsSC . The Authentication Key is generated using the key derivation function
described in Sect. 3.3. The Service Credential is hashed, signed, encrypted, and
sent to the customer smartphone.
hSC := hash(Service Credential)
tSC := signskSP (hSC )
pSC := encryptpkC (Service Credential || tSC )
After sending out the Service Credential as service response, the online ticketing
service is successfully completed and the service provider can issue a bill to the
correct customer. On the side of the smartphone, the received service response with
the Service Credential is decrypted, its signature and hash value are verified,
and the credential is stored in the SE of the card.
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3.5

Executing the Granted Rights

For executing the obtained right at the booked NFC-enabled service object, the
corresponding User Rights Credential — stored in the SE of the customer —
needs to be securely transferred via NFC. For this purpose, the smartphone emulates
a contactless smartcard with a suitable mutual authentication protocol for opening
an NFC-enabled car, as illustrated in Fig. 4. In our realization of the scheme, a
Mifare DESFire card [39] is exemplarily emulated2 , however, other cryptographic
contactless smartcards could serve for the same task.

Communication
NFC

3DES

Smartcard
emulation

C

Fig. 4: For executing the granted rights at an NFC object, the smartphone emulates
a contactless cryptographic smartcard (here, a Mifare DESFire card). The NFC
reader in the door lock of the car detects the presence of the smartphone and
initiates the communication. After establishing a secure channel (with 3DES), the
credential C is transferred from the phone to the car.

For the emulation of a Mifare DESFire card, the NFC smartphone uses the 112bit Authentication Key of the NFC object (contained in the Service Credential)
for the mutual authentication and for establishing a secure channel with 3DES according to the proprietary protocol [36]. From the point of view of the NFC object,
e.g., the car to be opened, the encrypted User Rights Credential appears to be
stored in a data file of the DESFire card.
If the RFID reader of an NFC object detects an emulated contactless smartcard (or a real contactless smartcard) in its vicinity, the NFC object initiates the
communication: It generates the required Authentication Key by means of the
key derivation function detailed in Sect. 3.3. Next, the Authenticate procedure of
the Mifare DESFire smartcard is executed between the smartphone and the NFC
object. As an outcome of the mutual authentication, smartphone and object agree
on a Session Key for enciphering the current communication session with 3DES in
Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode.
The service object reads out the encrypted User Rights Credential, protected
from eavesdropping attacks, decrypts it with the private key skSO , and verifies
the contained information by means of the signature of the service provider. If
the unique service object information of the received User Rights Credential
matches the service object, the access rights are granted and the service object can
be used by the customer. For example, a car can be opened, and/or its engine can
be started during a defined time slot. This service activation can be repeatedly
executed as defined in the car sharing information, e.g., during the booking period.
3.6

Updating the Service Objects

Each service object securely and confidentially stores an own intern variable, the
Access Variable, on the SE that is used for the derivation of the Authentication
2

We opted to emulate a real-world card, because this enables additional use cases in
which a real contactless card executes a (pre-paid) right instead of the smartphone.
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Key. The Authentication Key is newly generated in the SE after each User Right
Validity Period using a service object-specific key derivation function with the
Access Variable and the unique service object information as input.
After each User Right Validity Period on service object the service provider
tries to securely exchange the confidential Access Variable via Internet. In case
of missing Internet connection, the service object changes the Access Variable
in a predefined way, also known to the service provider. The Access Variable
is again modified after each completed User Right Validity Period and used
for the calculation of the next Authentication Keys until the service object has
Internet access for exchanging the intern Access Variable at a specified time.
The User Right Validity Period is specified as completed, if the authentication between service object and (emulated) smartcard was successful, the User
Right Credential could be read out and was correct and the User Right Validity
Period ran out.
The next time the service object has Internet connectivity, the Access Variable
can be securely exchanged in the SE of the service object. For the refresh of the
Access Variable the service provider sends a message to the service object encrypted with the public key pkSO of the service object. The message contains the
new Access Variable, the time to replace the old Access Variable, a nonce NSP
and a timestamp tsSP . This data is hashed and the hash value is signed by the
service provider. The use of the service object public key pkSO binds the Access
Variable to the one service object. After receiving the message, the service object
exchanges the Access Variable at the specified time. The service object modifies
the nonce NSP in a predefined way, also known to the service provider, to NSP ’ and
generates a response message containing the changed nonce NSP ’ and a timestamp
tsSO , hashed and signed with the service object private key skSO . The entire data
is encrypted with pkSP and sent back to the service provider. This way is ensured
that the message for exchanging the Access Variable has reached the SE of the
service object.
The important point of exchanging the Access Variable only at the specified
time is founded in the requirement that already booked services for the service
object have to remain valid after exchanging the Access Variable. If a User Right
Validity Period is too far in the future that a variable exchange would be too late
related to the security, the service provider can send a new Service Credential
with a new Authentication Key to this customer.
3.7

Future Concept Optimization

Sweden has developed and tested Electronic Driving Licenses (EDLs) [15], Arizona has efforts to introduce new EDLs [5] and Australia in cooperation with
Gemalto issued the EDLs 2010 that shall replace the laminated driver licenses step
by step [1,26]. With widespread distribution of EDLs in the future, the personal
registration in stores would be unnecessary, if the driving licenses store additionally
the address of the EDL owner. Instead of using the nPA, EDLs can be used for
verification of identity and driver permissions at the same time.

4

Proof-of-Concept Implementation

We have fully realized a working Java implementation of our concept on an NFC
smartphone in a lab setup and verified the functionality with different real nPAs.
Due to lack of a car with an NFC-enabled door lock, a PC connected to a standard NFC reader serves as a replacement for the car. Our realization is implemented with the BlackBerry Eclipse Java plug-in 1.5.2 for Eclipse version 3.7.0
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(Eclipse Indigo) that supports JRE 6 System Libary offering many NFC functions
and cryptographic classes, but on the other hand lacks support for the nPA Elliptic
Curve (EC); this problem is further treated in Sect. 4.2. In the following, we present
the target platform and selected parts of the implementation with a focus on the
time-critical operations.
4.1

NFC Smartphone Blackberry Bold 9900

As a target platform for our demonstrator, we opted for the NFC-enabled smartphone Blackberry Bold 9900 [6] produced by Research In Motion (RIM). It provides a Qualcomm MSM8655 processor with an ARMv7 instruction set running
at 1.2 GHz and 768 MB RAM. The SECUREAD NFC Solution Module by Inside
Secure [30] realizes the NFC hardware of the phone. The usage of the smartphone’s
NFC capabilities is well documented, e.g., in [7,41,42]. In addition to NFC, the phone
supports various other wireless communication methods, such as UMTS, WLAN,
GSM, Bluetooth, and GPS. The phone furthermore offers a slot for microSD cards
that might be used as an alternative to the built-in eSE of the NFC interface and
the SIM card.
The OS of the Bold 9900 natively supports the passive NFC mode, i.e., emulating of a contactless smartcard. This is a key advantage in comparison to current
Android-based smartphones, in which the original OS has to be modified, e.g., by
means of CyanogenMod [12], in order to emulate a contactless smartcard [2].
4.2

ECC for PACE

The PACE protocol for communicating with the nPA requires an ECC implementation on the smartphone. Even though ECC is the most efficient established publickey scheme, it is still computationally intensive, and thus a bottleneck of the performance of our concept.
The elliptic curve used by the nPA is based on a 256-bit prime field Zp . The modulus of Zp is a generalized Mersenne prime which allows for an efficient implementation of the reduction, and thus enables an efficient implementation of curve arithmetic. Unfortunately, the Application Programming Interface (API) provided by
RIM does not support arithmetics on the required elliptic curve brainpoolP256r1 [37],
hence, we had to implement our own ECC arithmetics.
Point multiplication using affine coordinates, analogous to the exponentiation in
multiplicative groups, turned out to be the most efficient approach for our demands.
In order to efficiently compute the point multiplication, we used the right-to-left binary algorithm [43], a variant of the double-and-add algorithm. Our implementation
on average requires 360 ms for one point multiplication.
4.3

NFC in Active Reader Mode: nPA Communication

For verifying the identity of the customer via the eID service, the NFC smartphone
was set up to communicate with the nPA in active reader mode (cf. Sect. 2.2).
We implemented the complete PACE protocol with Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman
(ECDH) (cf. Sect. 2.1), employing our ECC implementation (cf. Sect. 4.2) for the
ECC computations. Furthermore, we realized the required encryption and decryption with 3DES in CBC mode.
The correctness of the implementation has been successfully verified by means of
test vectors [8] and practical tests with different nPAs. The achieved performance,
in terms of the average runtime for 1000 PACE protocol runs is given in Tab. 1. A
complete PACE protocol run requires 3.5 s on average.
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Table 1: Average runtime of our PACE implementation over 1000 protocol runs

4.4

Time

Average runtime (ms)

up to General Authentication
Encrypt nonce
Map nonce
Perform key agreement
Mutual authentication
Total

262
105
1695
1291
148
3501

NFC in Card Emulation Mode: A Virtual Mifare DESFire Card

Our realization of a virtualized Mifare DESFire MF3ICD40 card employs the card
emulation mode of the NFC smartphone (cf. Sect. 2.2).
We implemented the Authenticate procedure of the DESFire card for the initialization of the communication, the authentication, and the establishment of a
secure channel between reader and smartphone. All further communication is then
encrypted with 3DES in CBC mode, as done by genuine DESFire cards. After
an authentication with key 0, the ReadData command is used for reading out the
encrypted User Rights Credential. The correctness of the implementation has
been validated with an ACG HF Multi ISO RFID Reader [4] that natively supports
Mifare DESFire. According to our measurements, the complete process of communicating with the door lock and verifying the granted user rights takes less than one
second.
4.5

Implementation Obstacles

For accessing an SE of the BlackBerry Bold 9900 smartphone, RIM can grant special programmer rights by means of two signing keys that have to be integrated
into the development environment. One of these keys is the RESE key, required for
accessing the eSE. The second key, termed NFCR key, is required for accessing the SE
in the SIM card. Unfortunately, all our requests to RIM to get the permission for
the programming part of any SE have been denied3 . For accessing the NFC interface, we thus had to bypass the integrated SE and in consequence all computations
were performed on the main processor of the smartphone — a fact which constitutes a severe security risk (cf. Sect. 5.3). Furthermore, our requests to program
the main processor efficiently in C or assembly were fruitless (although technically
possible), thus all programs (including the computations on elliptic curves) had to
be implemented in Java.
For a practically secure realization, the required access rights to the SE are not
given, the emulation of contactless cards is restricted by the hardware, the OS, and
drivers, and the possibility of efficiently implementing in C (instead of slow Java
implementations) is not enabled by the manufacturers and carriers. This situation
is not limited to the smartphone used by us. On the contrary, it is the only NFC
phone we found on which a (Mifare DESFire) card emulation is practically feasible
without modifying the OS.

5

Security Analysis

In this section, we address different security aspects of the developed concept for
user rights managements presented in Sect. 3, namely, the security of using the nPA
3

The same applies to various other manufacturers of smartphones: No vendor was willing
to give us access to a secure element.
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without a dedicated reader, protecting the NFC interface, and performing securityrelevant computations in an unprotected environment.
5.1

Security of using the nPA with an NFC Smartphone

The security of the nPA communication depends on the implemented PACE protocol that is analyzed in [34,11] and on the EAC protocol for which security analyses
can be found in [46,11]. However, a security vulnerability related to using the nPA
in our implementation remains: As demonstrated in [10], for a secure implementation of the PACE protocol, the PIN has to be entered using the keypad of a
dedicated passport reader [18]. In our implementation, the customer provides the
PIN by typing it into the user interface of an application running on the OS of the
smartphone. The OS is prone to malware, e.g., a Trojan horse could let an attacker
access and modify user inputs and other data. An attacker could obtain the secret
PIN and, if the smartphone is situated close to the nPA4 and NFC is enabled, the
customer could be impersonated by the attacker. Despite the impersonation attack,
the attacker has no access to the private key of the customer, if it was stored in
the smartphone’s SE. This private key is required for sending a service request
to the service provider, thus the attacker cannot fraudulently obtain credentials.
Nonetheless, typing a secret into the the OS poses a severe security risk for nPA
applications in general, and should never be implemented in a practical application.
Securely using eID cards like the nPA with an NFC smartphone thus needs to be
further researched — the currently available hardware and software cannot ensure
a secure usage.
5.2

NFC Communication

Eavesdropping and manipulation of any wireless communication interface is relatively easy. This of course also applies to ISO 14443 and thus, the NFC interface [40,28,22]. In [38], the NFC attack surface is summarized. [23,29] describe several well-known security threats of NFC. The NFC channel is secured by reliable
cryptographic mechanisms in all parts of our concept, namely, those of the nPA and
of Mifare DESFire cards that prevent these attacks.
A Man-In-The-Middle or relay attack is feasible for contactless smartcards and
NFC [27,35], even with cryptographically secured messaging. However, the achievable ranges are well below 30 cm. An explanation of a practical relay attack on
contactless transactions using NFC mobile phones is given in [24]. In the context
of real-world-applications, e.g., our car sharing scenario, it is unlikely that an attacker gets into the required direct vicinity of the victim for unauthorizedly using
the rental car. However, our implementation makes such an attack highly unlikely,
since a user interaction via the application on the smartphone is required for initiating the communication to the car.
5.3

Missing Access to Secure Elements

The lack of an SE in our implementation results in serious consequences for the
security of the user rights management. In principle, all relevant calculations and
confidential data can be monitored by an attacker infiltrating the smartphone with
malware. In our proof-of-concept implementation, an attacker could thus obtain the
private key of the customer’s smartphone and the credential, and use a booked car
instead of the legitimate user. Nonetheless the attacker can not get newly requested
credentials by herself; the attacker can send service requests on the behalf of the
4

It is conceivable that a smartphone resides close to the nPA in a wallet of the owner.
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customer, but is not able to correctly authenticate with nPA and PIN, if the PIN
entering is secured.
The worst case for user right management system presented in this paper would
occur, if the smartphone SE access is denied by the manufacturer, the smartphone
is infiltrated by attackers malware, so that all credentials, the secure customer key
skC and the nPA PIN can be spied out and the nPA is in NFC communication
distance. The attacker can use old credentials, send new service requests and can
impersonate the customer using the nPA and the nPA PIN.

6

Conclusion and Discussion

The two main goals of this work were to develop a concept for the secure management of rights and the design and realization of a mobile car sharing application on a
smartphone. We presented a concept using a state-of-the-art NFC smartphone and
the nPA that is also suitable for scenarios in which no permanent Internet connection is available. We combined and extended standard protocols and implemented
the scheme in practice.
In our implementation, the smartphone in one moment acts as an RFID reader
to interact with other NFC-enabled objects, such as electronic ID cards and NFC
door locks, and in the next moment emulates a virtualized contactless card, in our
case the Mifare DESFire card. Various other existing smartphone applications and
future visions in the context of NFC can benefit from the presented work, e.g., smart
metering for electronic vehicles, safe deposits of virtual warehouses, managing fleets
of vehicles, or booking electronic keys for hotel rooms.
We showed that the developed concept and the practical performance of the
implementation is suitable for real-world applications and discussed attacks and
other security issues. We further pointed out the difficulties we experienced with
commercial smartphones, SEs, and other implementation obstacles that hinder the
development of secure NFC implementations. These are probably important reasons
why many years after its invention, NFC is still not used to its full potential.

6.1

Future Work

The concept presented in this paper offers a lot of further extensions and possibilities
for future solutions. As treated in Sect. 5 some difficulties in the implementation
of parts of the concept, because of missing access permissions, etc., lead to attack
vectors that have to be prevented.
The missing access to the smartphone eSEs for developers is a highly relevant
problem in practice that can be result in security gaps, as discussed in Sect. 5.3. So,
it is highly recommended that manufacturers of smartphones, restricting the access
to secure elements or the NFC interface, provide a way to flexibly use their platforms
to enable the development of secure NFC solutions in the scientific community.
Another security issue of the presented concept for right management is caused
by the unsecured PIN entered into the customer’s smartphone. So, another very important point on future work is the development of a system for secure smartphone
inputs. This can be realized for example using a Trusted Platform Module (TPM),
e.g., developed by the Trusted Computing Group [44], that provides special security
features, e.g., a secure boot process. This way the PIN entering can be possibly secured from malware and OS manipulation on the smartphone, while Internet access
is provided nonetheless.
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